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BACKGROUND
The lack of students’ holistic 

view of the degree content has 
prompted us to develop a 

teaching innovation strategy for 
the Pharmacy Curriculum. 

For this reason, it has become a 
trend to pursue innovation 

teaching projects longitudinally, 
horizontally, and across several 

degree programs.

GOAL
The main goal that 

unites these projects is 
to provide our 

students with an 
integrative knowledge 

of pharmaceutical 
sciences. 

Removing barriers

Who´s in?: Pharmacy
Pharmacy subjects involved: Biochemistry, Human 
Physiology, Green and sustainable pharmcay
Applied on: CEDES (mentally handicapped people)
Goal: teach to CEDES patients the importance of 
taking medicines properly and without damaging the 
environment

Teaching applied to patients

Pharmaceutical Scene Investigation

Get your cell-fie

Eurogenes

Solar stand for everyone

Who´s in?: Pharmacy + Modern Language Institute
Applied on: pharmacy students
Pharmacy subjects involved: Pharmaceutical chemistry II, Analytical
techniques, Biopharmacy
Goal: improve collaborative work and encourage students to drive 
their own learning with autonomy, creativity and responsibility

Who´s in?: Pharmacy + patients associations (AFDA, 
ASANAR, and more)
Subjects involved: Pharmaceutical care, Pharmacology
and Pharmacogenetics
Applied on: patients from associations
Goal: pharmacotherapeutic follow-up, 
pharmacogenetic studies, pharmaceutical
care services

Who´s in?: Pharmacy
Subjects involved: 
Dermopharmacology and 
dermocosmetics, Pharmacology
and Inmunology
Applied on: Zaragoza citizens
Goal: raise citizen´s awareness to 
the dangers of solar radiation

Who´s in: Pharmacy
Pharmacy subjects involved: Pharmacogenetics, 
Pharmaceutical biotechnology
Applied on: pharmacy students
Goal: train the students to face real life
professional problems (PBL)

And many more

Our future pharmacsists teachto
secondary school students

how the scientic method works

We teach organic
chemistry playing cards

Who´s in?: Pharmacy + Education + Journalism
Pharmacy subjects involved: Inorganic chemistry and 
Fundamentals of biology
Applied on: primary, secondary school and
non-academic people
Goal: scientific literacy + make our students get a 
deeper understanding of cell theory
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